Consulting Agreement
Scott Hadley Morgan

CryptoIntegrity-Tao

CIT/CFF Media Highlights
From January 6, 2021 through April 30, 2021, local PR efforts resulted in…

More than 488 million
media impressions!

Synchronized
Complex Arts
Require “Masters”
Filmmaking is now a
TECHNOLOGY INVESTMENT!
Our CEO Studio Head is the only de-facto
A SUPERIOR INTERFACE SOLVING INVESTOR
”Thought Leader” Expert in DeFi/NFT’s/FinTech
AND FOREIGN STUDIO NEEDS As Published by The Hollywood Reporter
• Founder has “Earned” interviewed as top Blockchain, Crypto,
• Financiers get direct access to Original Content to
DeFi Global Expert in 30+ financial news sources
cut out middlemen
• Forbes, Newsweek, Business Insider, NewsMax Finance,
• Studio gives Actors and Writers a share of Box
Observer, S&P Global, BlockTribune, Fintechnews.sg
Office Gross, Tech and Merchandise Revenue
• The only Studio that can integrate NFT’s, Games
• Honors the theatrical 12-week window for films
X.R., IoT, Super Apps at optimum tech level
• Sold in 4-Film Groups/Slates ensures features from
• Massive Edge Tech revenue streams –
$5-30 million also get funded=Actors’ dream
years ahead of the Hollywood Industry
• Blockchain DLT prevents piracy and accounting
• A.I. Tech Innovator Point72/Range Media Partners
fraud worldwide
are a prime Blockchain launcher/talent example
• TRON’s “JUST DLT Services” reveal honest advertising
• Founder: 20 years experience in China and Singapore
costs for the first time
• It takes years to master Blockchain Edge Tech/ROI
• Based in Singapore – global revenue taxed zero
• See vast proprietary knowledge no Studio can match!
for maximum Investor ROI
• www.crypto-integrity-tao.com
• www.creativityfirstfilms.com
CEO.Scott@creativityfirstfilms.com 424-332-8993
Delivering the Vertical Investment System
Hollywood needs and Big Global Funds seek!

PREAMBLE
Whereas:
Scott Hadley Morgan is C.E.O. and Founder of Telewebbies Media LLC, Crypto-Integrity-Tao, and Creativity
First Films;
Whereas:
Scott Hadley Morgan is the author and sole owner of any proprietary rights and knowledge in the books
PILLARS OF ENCRYPTION, ONE FISH SAYS TO ANOTHER FISH, THE STATE OF CRYPTO ADDRESS,
THE CHRONICAL OF BLOCKCHAIN NEWS THAT MATTERS, and THE FUTURE OF HOLLYWOOD-CHINA
FILM, MEDIA, AND FINANCE;
Whereas:
Scott Hadley Morgan has been officially recognized a “Thought Leader” and Global Expert of the highest
level for Blockchain, cryptocurrencies, NFT’s, and all Edge Technology to intersect with these innovative
categories by being published in “Earned Interviews” by Forbes, Newsweek, Business Insider, Observer,
Hollywood Times, Payment Expert, BlockTribune, and many other news sources;
The following defines the services, value, cost, and business advisory relationship between two parties.

CLASSIFICATIONS OF CONSULTING
Expert Perspective of Blockchain and Cryptocurrency Consulting (as of July 15th, 2021)
Blockchain, DLT, Blockchain Services, BaaS, Tokens, Tokenization, Gamification, NFT’s and Metaverses
suddenly have unimaginable impact on innovation, financial systems, regulatory bodies, Edge Technology,
art, investment managers, Telecoms, Games, citizens, and even cultures within nations.
The challenges an innovation company, investment group, nation, regulators, ICO’s, DeFi Exchanges, and
Protocol Apps come from all directions. Every company must be considered unique in its challenges.
However, classifying them helps the company select its most dominant concerns needing consulting.
There are less than 10 true “Thought Leaders” in the Blockchain/cryptocurrency ecosystem. Lots of so-called
“Experts,” but few visionaries. And only a couple of visionaries can deliver actual Products or prove the
ability to help you see a future clearer and greater for your company. Finally, look back and see how 90% of
Charts and Expert analysis was extremely wrong and were made simply to pump up cryptocurrencies for their profits.
The Founder and Chief Analyst of Crypto-Integrity-Tao spent 5 years and wrote 1,900 pages of deep science and
global regulations to prove he is by far the strongest consultant and can help you reach goals and deliver your
Products and Services in a future that evolves quickly. Compare his massive work, that proves he is at least
2 years ahead of current events, to the weak reports by The Big Four that they charge tens of millions to guide
you – and there is no comparison. Scott Morgan is superior as an analyst, visionary, investment, and consultant.
Please look over the following list of classifications to help our company help you dominate your field.

INVESTMENT FUNDS, ASSET MANAGERS, BANKS, HIGH NET WORTHERS

This group desperately needs Blockchain and all forms of cryptocurrencies/NFT’s to be properly defined first,
and then supported by collateral or proven streams of revenue which must be a sound, durable, extremely profitable
investments. And the consultant must be savvy in all entangled global regulations and bank system rules. If
accomplished, the highest-profit category of Edge Tech/Media/Blockchain is now based on “everything”
known to make an investment stable with a high ROI it can depend upon. Crypto-Integrity-Tao not only
provides the wisdom, definition, and collateral metrics – it delivers the Products proven for high, long ROI.

ICO’S, EXCHANGES, PLATFORMS, DEFI, NETWORKS, A.I. INNOVATORS
The needs of this group include the above factors, yet require specific support. If you’re an existing
Coin/Token or Exchange/Platform (or one planning to launch) there are three things you need most.
1) A greater and more accurate vision so you can compete against future innovations and services;
2) True collateral to support the value of any DeFi system, Token, Coin, Metaverse, or Yield Farming;
3) Products/Start Ups to invest in that quickly expand in ROI faster than your Token/DeFi increases in value.

REGULATORS, NATIONS, RESERVE BANKS, RETAIL BANKS, PROJECTS

You’ve got to see the future before you can regulate for it. Criminals innovate faster than agencies can regulate.
Know what’s coming, know the options to prevent it. Add our breakthroughs you cannot yet foresee and you will
be an example of excellence, which draws global investors to your Exchanges and banks like DBS, MAS, FINMA.

TELECOMS, GAMERS, NFT, FILMS, STREAMING, APPS, ENTERTAINMENT

Blockchain DLT and Tokens will innovate to greatly increase fans for huge profits. You must see what only we see!

Did you determine which classification
your company falls within?
If it falls within more than one classification
that is all right – you now have an origin point.
This new “Perspective” leads us through
your Beliefs, Goals, Will, and Brand to
Profits and Dominance in your arena.
This is how we get to the tenets of our valuable consulting:
Design Specifically
Design to Dominate
Design to Pivot
Design to Disrupt and Improve
Design based on Proven Science
Design to offer Proven Asset Classes for sure ROI and Valuation!

Consulting Agreement
This agreement is made effective ________, 2021, by and between the receiver ______________________ and the Consultant, Scott Hadley Morgan
(of 2760 Benedict Canyon Drive, Beverly Hills, California, 90210) the CEO of Telewebbies Media LLC (a Wyoming LLC, 2232 Dell Range Blvd. Suite 245,
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82009.) The Consultant presents the analysis of Crypto-Integrity-Tao and Creativity First Films in his Services.
In this Agreement, the party who is requesting to receive services shall be referred to as “Client” and the entity or person provide the consulting
shall be referred to as the ”Consultant.” The Consultant has presented valid background proof which, upon review, qualify Consultant to provide
the following services to the Client, in return for compensation from the Client as listed in this Agreement.
DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES
Beginning on the date of the signing of this Agreement, and extending through the dates agreed upon in this Agreement, the Consultant shall
provide the following consulting, hereto named “Services” requested by the Client.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Advice and analysis relative to the company plans, launch, fundamentals, and goals of ________________________;
Advice and analysis on the global regulations of Blockchain and Cryptocurrencies relative to #1;
Advice and analysis on the ways to increase the value of any Coin, Token, or NFT created by or offered by the Client;
Advice and influence in the Blockchain and cryptocurrency arenas in the United States, China, Singapore, and ASEAN nations;
Primary access to and use of the analysis and breakthroughs of Crypto-Integrity-Tao if they relate to the Client’s financial limits/financials;
Brand and marketing expansion for the Client through Earned or Sponsored interviews with cryptocurrency and entertainment news sources;
Advising on the Client’s Brand and expansion for a ____________________ period, at which time another Agreement shall be signed;
First access to the Technology Products created from the Film Slate Projects selected through mutual agreement of Client and Consultant;
Financial deal points related to the Products will be negotiated in the event that the Client announces dedication of funds to any Film Slate;
Support and consulting as needed throughout the Rounds of funding sought by the Client as per Client’s website;
Inclusion of Client in any press release made by the Consultant if it is appropriate, and as per Client’s approval;
Consulting and co-writing of any marketing, ad, or interview the Client engages with financial and media news sources;
Full support of the ethics and standards of Client’s ICO system and company in news sources;
Attract investors to the Client when possible and/or requested;

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Publicity choices and content in China, Singapore, ASEAN nations, Europe, and U.S.A. as per Thought Leadership of Consultant;
Links to the Client’s website added on the website of Crypto-Integrity-Tao and Creativity First Films;
Advice on global regulations in specific nations in the world as they pertain to Client;
Advice on the evolving NFT market to ensure secure investment into any Client assets related to them;
Declarations that the Client’s business system meets all ethics standards set by Crypto-Integrity-Tao;
Access to the Consultant via emails/phone calls, with any replies to Client within reasonable time expectations;
Assistance writing Press Releases for Trade and News sources;
Other services to be discussed and added to this list.

PERFORMANCE OF SERVICES
The manner in which the Services are to be presented and the specific basics to be worked on, and in what order, is flexible as per the
Client’s needs and requests, which shall be honored by the Consultant as long as the manner and timing is according to Industry Standards
and are possible to be met by the Consultant. A growing list of Services shall be presented to the Consultant over this period of time. The
Consultant shall deliver many forms of Services, including but not limited to discussions, guidance, emails, phone calls, writing, promotion,
advertising design, technical advice, written reports and analysis, Brand building, marketing, and increasing the value and popularity of the ICO.
These Services shall bear in mind the timetable of events as needed by the Client when rendering the Services.
The review of the performance of the Consultant shall be an internal affair of the Client. The Consultant shall respond in professional manners
to reasonable and legitimate requests and shall state when he is not qualified for a specific consulting request. The Consultant is not an attorney,
or registered agent of a regulatory body and cannot give legal advice on a professional legal level.

COMPENSATION BY CLIENT FOR CONSULTANT SERVICES
The following presents the financial, marketing, and trade compensation to the Consultant for Services:

The Client shall compensate in the following forms and the Consultant shall accept the following:
1.
2.

A Consulting Retainer Fee of $_____________.00 (USD) for the initial stages of Consulting dating from ____________to ______________,
paid as soon as possible upon acceptance of the terms of this Agreement.
Any future Consulting Services and Fees shall be negotiated as per the following, specific to Client’s needs.

3.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4.

Additional services and payments: ___________________________________________________________________________________

SIGNATURES AND DATE
The signatures representing the Client and the Consultant below secure that the terms of this Agreement are acceptable and
realistic to both parties.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Client and Consultant have executed this Agreement as of the date indicated below to constitute a binding contract
between them.
_____________________________ (“Client”)
(
)

Scott Hadley Morgan (“Consultant”)
Telewebbies Media LLC/Crypto-Integrity-Tao and Creativity First Films

By:

By:

Print Name: __________________________

Print Name: ____________________________

Signature: ____________________________

Signature: ______________________________

Date: ________________________________

Date: __________________________________

